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1.WEBINAR 

 



 

 

 



 

DATE:  17.12.2020               VENUE : GOOGLE MEET.            TIME: 10:30 AM 

 It’s our great pleasure to convey that on behalf of ECO-GREEN CLUB we 

organized a one day webinar on the topic.“RENOVATION OF ENERGY-A TRICK TO SAVE 

THE WORLD” By Mrs .R.SANGEETHA MADAM, PG Assistant in Botany, Govt. Hr. Sec. 

School, Bommampatti had delivered the speech over 100 students and with the co-ordinators in a 

warmy day. The webinar was started with the prayer to Almighty. 

  After the welcome address our respected Principal sir gave a warm speech 

about the advantages of renovation of energy, besides him our honourable academic director 

KALAIMAMAMANI DR. ARASU PARAMESHWARAN sir, dedicated a speech regarding the 

techniques of renovating energy. Then the glorious program began about Energy renovation and 

strategies to save the world students gained knowledge on types of energy, available in our 

environment techniques to use it in a beneficial manner. Finally we learn the importance of 

conserving and renovating the energy which is currently available in our environment. The 

speech gave a crystal clear idea that how nature provides us with energy and how we have to 

conserve and renovate that energy. 

At last the webinar ended with “THE NATIONAL ANTHEM”. 

 

CO-ORDINATORS :                                   PRINCIPAL 

Mrs. V. INDIRAKUMARI                                               Dr.M.R. LAKSHIMINARAYANAN 

Mrs. G. KANNAGI 
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DATE: 23.12.2020                     VENUE : GOOGLE MEET                TIME: 10:30 AM 

 It’s our great pleasure to convey that on behalf of ECO-GREEN CLUB we 

organized a one day webinar on the topic.“TO A FARMER DIRT IS NOT A WASTE, IT IS 

WEALTH”By  DR. P.MURUGAN, Scientist / Assistant Professor ( Agronomy), ICAR-Krishi 

Vigyan Kendra, Veterinary College and Research Institute Campus, Namakkal had delivered the 

speech over 96 students and with the co-ordinators in a warmy day.  

 The webinar was started with the prayer to Almighty. After the welcome 

address our respected Principal DR.M.R. LAKSHMINARAYAN sir gave a warm speech about 

the advantages of using different kinds of waste produced during farming, besides him our 

honourable academic director  KALAIMAMAMANI   DR. ARASU PARAMESHWARAN sir, 

dedicated a speech regarding the techniques of reusing the farm waste. Then the glorious 

program began about strategies of creating wealth out  of waste students gained knowledge on 

types of wastes, available for a farmer during farmer and techniques to use it in a beneficial 

manner. 

 Finally we learn the importance of  process of using waste and also to make money out of those 

wastes.  One of the co-ordinators Mrs.G.Kannagi madam gave vote of thanks. 

At last the webinar ended with “THE NATIONAL ANTHEM”. 

 

CO-ORDINATORS :                                                                            PRINCIPAL 

Mrs.V. INDIRAKUMARI                                Dr.M.R. LAKSHIMINARAYANAN 

Mrs. G. KANNAGI 
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DATE : 26.12.2020              VENUE:GOOGLE MEET                    TIME : 11:00 AM 

 It’s our great pleasure to convey that on behalf of ECO-GREEN CLUB we 

organized a one day webinar on the topic.“REALITIES, CAUSES AND EFFECTS OF 

DEFORESTATION” By DR.M.PRATHAP SIR, Assistant Professor in Zoology, Aringnar Anna 

Government Arts College, Namakkal  had delivered the speech over 100 students and with the 

co-ordinators in a warmy day. The webinar was started with the prayer to Almighty. 

Mrs.V.INDIRAKUMARI MADAM gave the welcome address.  

 After the welcome address our respected Principal 

DR.M.R.LAKSHMINARAYAN sir gave a warm speech about the disadvantages of 

deforestation, besides him our honourable academic director  KALAIMAMAMANI DR. 

ARASU PARAMESHWARAN sir, dedicated a speech regarding the techniques for reducing the 

effects of deforestation. Then the glorious program began about causes of deforestation and 

strategies to save the world from deforestation students gained knowledge on ill effects of 

deforestation and also the benefits of afforestation. 

 Finally we learn the importance of conserving the forests in order to save the world. MRS. G. 

KANNAGI madam gave vote of thanks at the end of the seminar. 

At last the webinar ended with “THE NATIONAL ANTHEM”. 

 

CO-ORDINATORS :                                                                            PRINCIPAL 

Mrs.V. INDIRAKUMARI                                Dr.M.R. LAKSHIMINARAYANAN 

Mrs. G. KANNAGI 
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DATE   : 18.03.2021    VENUE: TRINITY COLLEGE FOR WOMEN , NAMAKKAL. 

 It’s our great pleasure to convey that on behalf of ECO-GREEN CLUB we 

organized a one day seminar on the topic.“TRAINING OF YOUTH ON CLEAN VILLAGE-

GREEN VILLAGE” By  PASUMAI. M. THILLAI SIVAKUMAR, JOINT SECRETARY 

SPCA , Govt. of Tamilnadu, Namakkal  and Sri. P.MANIKANDAN, Member District Advisory 

Committee on Youth Programs ( DACYP), Nehru Yuva Kendra, Namakkal had delivered the 

speech over 120 students and with the co-ordinators in a warmy day.  

 The seminar was started with the prayer to Almighty. After the welcome 

address our respected Principal  DR.M.R.LAKSHMINARAYAN sir gave a warm speech about 

the advantages of teaching the youth regarding the clean village, besides him our honourable 

academic director  KALAIMAMAMANI DR. ARASU PARAMESHWARAN sir, dedicated a 

speech regarding the techniques of creating green village. Then the glorious program began 

about strategies to build a clean and green village students were trained well on types of 

techniques to clean the village and also to develop the village to the status of green village. 

 Finally we learn the importance of conserving the village to create a better environment for the 

future. The speech gave a crystal clear idea that how nature provide us with resources and how 

we have to conserve it for the future generation. 

At last the seminar ended with “THE NATIONAL ANTHEM”. 

 

CO-ORDINATORS :                                                                            PRINCIPAL 

Mrs.V. INDIRAKUMARI                                Dr.M.R. LAKSHIMINARAYANAN 

Mrs. G. KANNAGI 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 









5.Webinar 
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DATE : 22.05.2021                        VENUE : GOOGLE  MEET                   TIME :  10:30 AM 

 It’s our great pleasure to convey that on behalf of ECO-GREEN CLUB we 

organized a one day webinar on the topic.“GLOBAL WARMING , POLLUTION , CLIMATE 

CHANGE”By  DR.T.S.KAVITHA madam, Associate Professor in Commerce, Nehru Arts and 

Science College, (Autonomous), Coimbatore had delivered the speech over 90 students and with 

the co-ordinators in a warmy day.The webinar was started with the prayer to Almighty. 

Mrs.G.Kannagi madam gave a warm welcome address.  

 Our respected Principal Dr. M.R.LAKSHMINARAYAN sir gave a warm 

speech about the chief guest, besides him our honourable academic director  

KALAIMAMAMANI DR. ARASU PARAMESHWARAN sir, dedicated a speech regarding the 

causes of global warming. Then the glorious program began about types of pollution and 

strategies to save the world from the pollution students gained knowledge related to techniques 

to reduce global warming and also the causes of climate changes. 

 Finally we learn the importance of protecting our world from global warming and also making it 

available for the future generation. Mrs. V.INDIRAKUMARAI madam gave vote of thanks at 

the end of the webinar 

 

CO-ORDINATORS :                                                                            PRINCIPAL 

Mrs.V. INDIRAKUMARI                                                Dr.M.R. LAKSHIMINARAYANAN 

Mrs. G. KANNAGI 
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